
Dear NSW Government, 

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South 
Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly 
registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I host with Airbnb? 

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage 
and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a 
boost from local tourism. 

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 
encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 
reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 
receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 
isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed 
Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 
negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 
don’t include any caps on nights at all. 
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your 
own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and 
no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there 
is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited 
circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. 
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 
would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-
laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.  

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 
other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. 

Mark Delandro 
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Name: Karen-Lea Delaney 

 I write to make a submission to the New South Wales Governments Short Term Holiday Letting 
Options Paper. I do not believe that the same rules should be applied to holiday homes that are 
being considered for apartments and room sharing in strata properties in the city.  

Short-Term-Rental is a key part of the visitor and tourist economy of regional cities and towns. If 
some of the proposed options are put in place, it could be too burdensome to rent out holiday 
homes. If this happens then jobs will be lost and the economy will be starved of much needed tourist 
income in regional New South Wales. I urge you to treat holiday homes differently to other short 
term rental and listen to the voices and concerns of homeowners.  

My property is targeted at families travelling with pets. There are a huge number of people travelling 
with dogs who need access to a secure yard with space for their dog and children to run around. If 
there were increased costs I would not be able to continue to provide this service.  I employ a 
cleaner and use the services of a variety of trades to maintain the house.  

Our house has improved the amenity of our neighbourhood as we have raised the standard of the 
house since our ownership and renovations. Previously it attracted undesirable tenants.  

Thank you for your consideration. 
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Dear NSW Government, 

As a family who has travelled to NSW using Airbnb this past year, we strongly believe in the 
superiority of Airbnbs over any other accommodation options we experienced. We faced 
disappointment numerous times when booking holiday homes through realtors offices as it became 
clear that realtors think their customers are the home owners, and the home owners are trusting 
the realtors to rent their homes and not much more. We stayed in 3 AirBnbs while traveling 
Australia for 3 1/2 months as a family of 6. We experienced the best hospitality and received the 
best 'taste of Australia' when staying with people in their homes. We almost always met the home 
owner, and often shared a visit with a bottle of wine. It is a personal, personable, friendly, and 
remarkable way to stay overnight while traveling. In comparison, our other holiday home 
experiences were incredibly impersonal and a few of them left quite a bad taste in our mouths, as 
none of these agencies were offering any hospitality other than a home that often was not as 
described. AirBnbs rating system elevates the service received above that of anything else.  

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect 
my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal 
submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb? 

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that 
small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these 
communities.  

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 
encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 
reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 
receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 
isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows 
Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 
would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-
laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards 
for NSW.  

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 
negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 
don’t include any caps on nights at all. 

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home 
would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no 
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most 
home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-



assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or 
weekenders only. 

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 
other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the 
rewards. 

Mark deLeeuw 
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Dear NSW Government, 

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South 

Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly 

registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I host with Airbnb? 

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage 

and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a 

boost from local tourism. 

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 

encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 

reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 

receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 

isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed 

Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 

negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 

don’t include any caps on nights at all. 

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your 

own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and 

no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there 

is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited 

circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 

would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-

laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.  

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 

understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 

other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. 

Anita Demeny 
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Dear NSW Government, 

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South 
Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly 
registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I host with Airbnb? 

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage 
and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a 
boost from local tourism. 

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 
encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 
reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 
receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 
isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed 
Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 
negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 
don’t include any caps on nights at all. 
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your 
own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and 
no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there 
is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited 
circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. 
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 
would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-
laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.  

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 
other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. 

Jane Dempster 
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Dear NSW Government, 

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South 
Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly 
registration processes.  
Our holiday investment home is rented by many people who appreciate the warmth and hospitality 
that we share with them. Having a costly registration process is of no benefit to the hosts or families 
that enjoy renting our cottage.  
Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I host with Airbnb? 

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage 
and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a 
boost from local tourism. 

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 
encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 
reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 
receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 
isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed 
Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 
negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 
don’t include any caps on nights at all. 
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your 
own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and 
no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there 
is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited 
circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. 
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 
would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-
laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.  

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 
other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. 

Henry DENNE 
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I live in a residential neighbourhood in Randwick in an apartment block of 6, however there are 3 
buildings of 6 apartments in this group. 

An owner in our block has recently started letting her apartment out on Air BnB and it has been 
horrendous. 

Some examples of the impact 

• People coming an going at odd hours of the night (early / late flights),
• partying because they are on holidays causing distress to occupants in the buildings around

us
• more than acceptable number of people staying in the unit (2br unit and 6-8 people!).
• leaving washing out on the lines for days at a time prohibiting use by long term

owners/occupants
• putting general waste in recycling bins
• additional wear and tear on the common areas including entry doors as they come and go

with suitcases

I think Air BnB letting of a stand alone property is one thing but in a community living environment it 
shouldn't be allowed unless the owners corporation is permitted to vote on it and allow/disallow. 

This is impacting and causing distress to many people whose homes are their havens. Having 
strangers come and go, never knowing who is meant to be here and who may be someone trying or 
planning to break in to properties is should not be allowed. 

We are told that a shortage of rental properties is driving prices up so having properties removed 
from that market for Air BnB letting should be a matter of concern for the NSW government (this 
owner has removed her property from long term rental). 
Thanks 
Geraldine 
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Dear NSW Government, 

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe 
in the right of people to share their houses and apartments . I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as 
a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review 
system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.  

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my 
ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal 
submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb? 

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that 
small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these 
communities.  

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 
encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable 
and representative of the home sharing community. 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 
receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 
isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows 
Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would 
see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban 
hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.  

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 
negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t 
include any caps on nights at all. 

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would 
have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or 
licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing 
requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which 
is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. 

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other 
cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. 

Michael Denton 
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Dear NSW Government, 

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly 
believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments . I absolutely embrace my 
responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that 
Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.  

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect 
my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal 
submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb? 

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that 
small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these 
communities.  

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 
encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 
reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 
receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 
isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows 
Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 
would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-
laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards 
for NSW.  

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 
negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 
don’t include any caps on nights at all. 

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home 
would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no 
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most 
home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-
assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or 
weekenders only. 

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 
other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. 



Gareth Denyer
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Dear NSW Government, 

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South 
Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly 
registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I host with Airbnb? 

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage 
and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a 
boost from local tourism. 

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 
encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 
reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 
receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 
isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed 
Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 
negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 
don’t include any caps on nights at all. 
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your 
own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and 
no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there 
is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited 
circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. 
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 
would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-
laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.  

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 
other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. 

Patrick Deprez 
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Dear NSW Government, 

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly 

believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments . I absolutely embrace my 

responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that 

Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.  

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect 

my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal 

submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb? 

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that 

small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these 

communities.  

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 

encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 

reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 

receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 

isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows 

Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 

would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-

laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards 

for NSW.  

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 

negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 

don’t include any caps on nights at all. 

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home 

would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no 

registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most 

home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-

assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or 

weekenders only. 

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 

understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 

other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. 

Patrick Devenish 
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Dear NSW Government, 

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly 

believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments . I absolutely embrace my 

responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that 

Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.  

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect 

my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal 

submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb? 

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that 

small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these 

communities.  

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 

encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 

reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 

receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 

isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows 

Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 

would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-

laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards 

for NSW.  

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 

negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 

don’t include any caps on nights at all. 

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home 

would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no 

registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most 

home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-

assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or 

weekenders only. 

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 

understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 

other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. 



Janet Devenny 
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Dear NSW Government, 

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly 
believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments . I absolutely embrace my 
responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that 
Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.  

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect 
my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal 
submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb? 

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that 
small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these 
communities.  

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 
encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 
reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 
receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 
isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows 
Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 
would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-
laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards 
for NSW.  

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 
negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 
don’t include any caps on nights at all. 

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home 
would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no 
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most 
home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-
assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or 
weekenders only. 

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 
other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. 



Andy dey 
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Dear Director, 
I am writing as a recent purchaser of an apartment in [redacted] and wish to address some issues 
that I feel are very compelling reasons why, for a building the size of ours, and for that matter, other 
similar sized blocks in close proximity to ours. 
We are located in [redacted] and there are 140 apartments in the building, 60% of which are owner 
occupied. 
In our area and surrounds the vast majority of residents live in Strata Plans.  
As such, we and others are governed by strict by laws and, having lived here for only 12 months, I 
note they are strictly adhered to. 
Strata Plans involve a community of residents all living together sharing common property as well as 
having their own living space. 
In the interest of keeping that common property in the pristine condition is has always been kept in 
by close scrutiny from the building manager and concierge as well as a hard working volunteer Strata 
Committee, we cannot afford to be encouraging STHL which would add to the workload of all 
involved and ultimately depreciate the value of each owner’s asset. The security within the building 
would be severely compromised and noise levels unmanageable. 
Surely a decision should be made by each SP on a case by case basis. 
I would please encourage a no vote on the matter of STHL. 
Please register my objection. 
Regards, 
Marilyn Di Bella 
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I write to make a submission to the New South Wales Governments Short Term Holiday 

Letting Options Paper. 

I do not believe that the same rules should be applied to holiday homes that are being 

considered for apartments and room sharing in strata properties in the city. 

Short-Term-Rental is a key part of the visitor and tourist economy of regional cities and 

towns. If some of the proposed options are put in place, it could be too burdensome to 

rent out holiday homes. If this happens then jobs will be lost and the economy will be 

starved of much needed tourist income in regional New South Wales. 

I urge you to treat holiday homes differently to other short term rental and listen to the 

voices and concerns of homeowners. 

Marisa Di Martino 
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I write to make a submission to the New South Wales Governments Short Term Holiday 

Letting Options Paper. 

I do not believe that the same rules should be applied to holiday homes that are being 

considered for apartments and room sharing in strata properties in the city. 

Short-Term-Rental is a key part of the visitor and tourist economy of regional cities and 

towns. If some of the proposed options are put in place, it could be too burdensome to 

rent out holiday homes. If this happens then jobs will be lost and the economy will be 

starved of much needed tourist income in regional New South Wales. 

I urge you to treat holiday homes differently to other short term rental and listen to the 

voices and concerns of homeowners. 

Sam Di Martino 
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Name:    DIANE HENDY 

I write to make a submission to the New South  Wales Governments Short Term Holiday Letting 
Options Paper. 
I do not believe that the same rules should be applied to holiday homes that are being considered 
for apartments and room sharing in strata properties in the city. 
Short-Term-Rental is a key part of the visitor and tourist economy of regional cities and towns. If 
some of the proposed options are put in place, it could be too burdensome to rent out holiday 
homes. If this happens then jobs will be lost and the economy will be starved of much needed tourist 
income in regional New South Wales. 
I urge you to treat holiday homes differently to other short term rental and listen to the voices and 
concerns of homeowners. 
(You might like to add a personal message for the review here based on your own experience as a 
homeowner or guest.) I privately manage several properties in the Casuarina and Kingscliff area for 
the owners. We make sure our guests abide by the Code of Conduct expected of short term holiday 
guests staying in residential areas including no parties, no loud music ever, quiet hours between 
10pm and 8am every day, being respectful for parking and rubbish disposal. In general we also 
request that they just behave respectfully at all times. I also have a security back up in place and 
neighbours have the security contact number should they ever require or can contact me so I can 
call security. On the rare times we have had any incident with guests disturbing the peace te bond 
has been claime and distributed to the neighbours who were affected by the noise.
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Director, Housing Policy 

Department of Planning and Environment 

GPO Box 39 

Sydney NSW 2001 

20 October 2017 

Response to Short-term Holiday Letting Options Paper 

Dear Sir/madam, 

PCU072744 

We have lived  at Walsh bay for ten years and plan to continue for many more. The quality one's life 

in a strata environment is directly influenced by the conduct of fellow residents. It has always been 

a great source of comfort to us knowing that our Strata Plan has a by-law in place regarding STHL 

and that it is rigorously controlled. 

We are now extremely concerned by the possibility that we , as a collective of owners, would be 

unable to exercise our ownership rights to control our living environment with regard to the 

exclusion of STHL in our building. Our quality of life would be jeopardised by such a change---by that 

we include issues of security, peace from noise interruption, care of amenities, cost of upkeep and 

maintenance of the standards that we as owners expect in our residential building. 

We have no issue with the rights of owners in free standing individually owned homes to choose to 

participate in STHL. We do expect that we , as a collective group of owners should have the same 

rights. 

We support wholeheartedly the views expressed by our Precinct in the letter from Peter Canaway, 

our President, dated 28 September 2017. 

Yours Sincerely, 

Stuart and Marie Dickson Department of Planning 
RE''."'':' 1/)d 

2 L, OCT 2017 

Scanning Room 4018



Dear NSW Government, 

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South 
Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly 
registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I host with Airbnb? 

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage 
and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a 
boost from local tourism. 

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 
encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 
reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 
receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 
isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed 
Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 
negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 
don’t include any caps on nights at all. 
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your 
own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and 
no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there 
is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited 
circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. 
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 
would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-
laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.  

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 
other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. 

Natalia Dionisio 
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Dear NSW Government, 

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly 
believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments . I absolutely embrace my 
responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that 
Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.  

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect 
my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal 
submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb? 

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that 
small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these 
communities. We also get to bring along our beloved fur baby and Airbnb has plenty of options 
where she can be with us as part of the family and enjoy exploring together.  

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 
encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 
reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 
receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 
isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows 
Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 
would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-
laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards 
for NSW.  

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 
negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 
don’t include any caps on nights at all. 

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home 
would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no 
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most 
home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-
assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or 
weekenders only. 

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 



other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the 

rewards. Jo Dissanayake  
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Dear NSW Government, 

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South 
Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly 
registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I host with Airbnb? 

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage 
and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a 
boost from local tourism. 

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 
encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 
reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 
receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 
isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed 
Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 
negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 
don’t include any caps on nights at all. 
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your 
own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and 
no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there 
is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited 
circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. 
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 
would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-
laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.  

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 
other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. 

Gregory Distratis 
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Dear NSW Government, 

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly 

believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments . I absolutely embrace my 

responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that 

Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.  

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect 

my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal 

submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb? 

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that 

small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these 

communities.  

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 

encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 

reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 

receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 

isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows 

Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 

would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-

laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards 

for NSW.  

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 

negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 

don’t include any caps on nights at all. 

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home 

would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no 

registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most 

home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-

assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or 

weekenders only. 

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 

understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 

other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. 



Consideration of regulations such as these simply signify ignorance on the Governments behalf, of 

the continuously changing society around us. Business must be prepared to constantly change in 

order to be profitable or exist in the long term, just as society must be prepared to stand by positive 

changes such the airbnb service.  

Kind regards, 

Joshua Dixon 
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Dear NSW Government, 

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South 
Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly 
registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I host with Airbnb? 

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage 
and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a 
boost from local tourism. 

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 
encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 
reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 
receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 
isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed 
Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 
negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 
don’t include any caps on nights at all. 
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your 
own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and 
no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there 
is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited 
circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. 
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 
would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-
laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.  

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 
other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. 

Ross Dixon 
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Dear NSW Government, 

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly 
believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments . I absolutely embrace my 
responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that 
Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.  

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect 
my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal 
submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb? 

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that 
small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these 
communities.  

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 
encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 
reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 
receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 
isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows 
Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 
would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-
laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards 
for NSW.  

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 
negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 
don’t include any caps on nights at all. 

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home 
would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no 
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most 
home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-
assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or 
weekenders only. 

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 
other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. 



Sarah Dixon
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Dear NSW Government, 

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly 
believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my 
responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that 
Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.  

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes may affect my ability to 
travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to 
the Options Paper. 

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb? 

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that 
small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these 
communities.  

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 
encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 
reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 
receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 
isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows 
Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 
would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-
laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards 
for NSW.  

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 
negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 
don’t include any caps on nights at all. 

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home 
would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no 
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most 
home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-
assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or 
weekenders only. 

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 
other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. 



Anika Dobbie
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Dear NSW Government, 

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South 
Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly 
registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I host with Airbnb? 

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage 
and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a 
boost from local tourism. 

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 
encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 
reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 
receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 
isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed 
Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 
negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 
don’t include any caps on nights at all. 
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your 
own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and 
no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there 
is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited 
circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. 
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 
would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-
laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.  

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 
other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. 

Liane Dobler 
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Dear NSW Government, 

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly 
believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments . I absolutely embrace my 
responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that 
Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.  

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect 
my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal 
submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?  
I use airbnb properties mainly in Bondi beach because they are more competitive than the few 
hotels available in this area. The properties I choose are always beautifully maintained and the 
owners are friendly, helpful and communicate really well. We as citizens should have the choice to 
stay where we want and not be forced into high-end over-priced properties. The owners properties 
who I stay with regularly have also become like friends and accommodate my requests as much as 
possible. 

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 
encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 
reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 
receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 
isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows 
Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 
would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-
laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards 
for NSW.  

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 
negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 
don’t include any caps on nights at all. 

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home 
would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no 
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most 
home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-
assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or 
weekenders only. 

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 



I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 
other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the 
rewards. 

Lindy Dobson 
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Dear NSW Government, 

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly 
believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments . I absolutely embrace my 
responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that 
Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.  

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect 
my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal 
submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb? 

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that 
small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these 
communities.  

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 
encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 
reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 
receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 
isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows 
Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 
would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-
laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards 
for NSW.  

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 
negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 
don’t include any caps on nights at all. 

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home 
would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no 
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most 
home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-
assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or 
weekenders only. 

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 
other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. 



Mark Doerr
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Dear NSW Government, 

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly 
believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments . I absolutely embrace my 
responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that 
Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.  

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect 
my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal 
submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?  
Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that 
small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these 
communities.  

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 
encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 
reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 
receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 
isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows 
Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 
would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-
laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards 
for NSW.  

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 
negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 
don’t include any caps on nights at all. 

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home 
would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no 
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most 
home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-
assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or 
weekenders only. 

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 
I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 
other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. 

Tom Dolan 
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Dear NSW Government, 

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I 

strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments . I absolutely 

embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful 

way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their 

travelling behaviours.  

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely 

affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept 

this as a formal submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb? 

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so 

that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in 

these communities.  

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and 

education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct 

would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour 

and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad 

actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory 

environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own 

homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do 

not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would 

be a step backwards for NSW.  

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions 

would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South 

Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all. 

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own 

home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees 

and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In 

Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and 

cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually 

for holiday homes or weekenders only. 

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy 

to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 



I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as 

well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the 

rewards. 

Tracy Donaldson 
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Dear NSW Government, 

As a home sharer in a regional area i provide a important service to lots of families and guests who 
choose to visit these areas. An equivalent service is not available from hotels or other forms of 
accommodation. 

Renting my house out via Airbnb boosts the local tourism business, aswell as providing employment 
to cleaners, gardeners and local tradesmen who i employ to look after my property. 

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South 
Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly 
registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I host with Airbnb? 

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage 
and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a 
boost from local tourism. 

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 
encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 
reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 
receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 
isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed 
Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 
negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 
don’t include any caps on nights at all. 
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your 
own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and 
no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there 
is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited 
circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. 
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 
would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-
laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.  

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 
other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. 

Leighton Donelly 
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Having bought a unit in the Lennox Beach Resort in the past two years, we are submitting a 
protest in support of Steve and Judy Woodford’s submission in regard to short term rentals 
in the area. 
We feel that the likes of Air bnb and Stayz should be subject to the same strict conditions of 
rental as the Resort. 
We also feel that the value of our investment will diminish and that we are losing income to 
the above interlopers and we strongly object to the lenient conditions allowable to them. 
Michael, Denis and Tim Donnelly 
Glen Innes NSW. 
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Hi, 

I think short-term holiday letting in medium- and high-density dwellings should be controllable, both 
via Council zoning and via by-laws registered by individual strata schemes. 

I would like strata residents, through their Owners Corp and/or by-laws, being able to control short-
term holiday letting in their building 

In many cases, the design of strata residential buildings lets noise from common property or one unit 
travel to another and be a nuisance. Short-term residents would not understand what the issues are 
in the building. Worse, some of them probably don't care. 

There are other matters that short-term residents wouldn't understand e.g. visitor parking, waste 
disposal, junkmail in letter boxes. 

Each strata building has its own situation. It would be wrong of the NSW government to legislate 
permitting short-term holiday letting in all cases. 

I think that by-laws should be able to control and, if thought fit, prevent short-term holiday letting in 
each strata scheme. That's needn't be unfair - as with any other by-laws, affected owners can take 
their case to the Tribunal and seek to over-rule the by-laws if they have a good case. 

Turning to Council control, note that owners bought into the strata scheme on the basis that the 
building was zoned Residential. Forcing it to be available for short-term holiday letting breaches that 
assumption. 

Jim Donovan 
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Dear NSW Government, 

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South 
Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly 
registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I host with Airbnb?  

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage 
and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a 
boost from local tourism. 

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation ‐ including industry complaints management and education which 
encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 
reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 
Section 5: Strata Regulation ‐ This includes options for by‐laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 
receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 
isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed 
Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 6: Planning Framework ‐ A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 
negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 
don’t include any caps on nights at all. 
Section 7: Registration or Licensing ‐ A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your 
own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and 
no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there 
is a simple, quick and cost effective self‐assessment form, which is only required in limited 
circumstances ‐ usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. 
Section 5: Strata Regulation ‐ By‐laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 
would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by‐
laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.  

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 
other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. 

Victoria Doolin  
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Dear NSW Government, 

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South 
Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly 
registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I host with Airbnb?  

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage 
and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a 
boost from local tourism. 

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation ‐ including industry complaints management and education which 
encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 
reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 
Section 5: Strata Regulation ‐ This includes options for by‐laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 
receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 
isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed 
Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 6: Planning Framework ‐ A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 
negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 
don’t include any caps on nights at all. 
Section 7: Registration or Licensing ‐ A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your 
own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and 
no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there 
is a simple, quick and cost effective self‐assessment form, which is only required in limited 
circumstances ‐ usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. 
Section 5: Strata Regulation ‐ By‐laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 
would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by‐
laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.  

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 
other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. 

Anna Doubell  
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Dear NSW Government, 

I think Airbnb is great for me as a guest and for friends who are hosys. I have had fantastic 
experiences in Australia and overseas - economical, attractive accommodation with intetestimg 
hosts who have made an important contribution to the travel experience.  

My first and preferred choice is Airbnb over soulless sterile hotels and motels. 

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly 
believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments . I absolutely embrace my 
responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that 
Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.  

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect 
my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal 
submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb? 

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that 
small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these 
communities.  

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 
encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 
reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 
receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 
isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows 
Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 
would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-
laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards 
for NSW.  

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 
negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 
don’t include any caps on nights at all. 

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home 
would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no 
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most 
home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-
assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or 
weekenders only. 



To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 
other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the 
rewards. 

Janet Dovers 
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To whom it may concern 

As the owners and occupiers of a strata unit in Sydney, we strongly object to the notion that we 
have no rights when it comes to decisions regarding STHL. It is our opinion that every strata plan 
should have the right to vote and decide upon whether short term stays in our units should be 
allowed under our by-laws or not. 

Our block of units is largely composed of owner occupiers whose right to peaceful dwelling in their 
properties should not be over-ruled. The experiences of many people who have rented their 
properties out on a short term basis (as B&B etc) have regularly been of disastrous consequences 
with the property being abused, not to mention the peaceful living for others in the unit complex 
being interrupted by partying people, both in the unit and in the common areas. 

Our belief is that our strata plan should have the right of decision through its by-laws not to permit 
short term/casual leasing of the B&B variety. Of course there is no objection to long term rental of 
properties. 

We would like our strong objection to be recorded. 

Respectfully 

Dr Dwight Dowda 
Mr Francesco LoPizzo 
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Dear NSW Government, 

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South 

Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly 

registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I host with Airbnb? 

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage 

and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a 

boost from local tourism. 

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 

encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 

reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 

receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 

isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed 

Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 

negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 

don’t include any caps on nights at all. 

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your 

own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and 

no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there 

is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited 

circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 

would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-

laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.  

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 

understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 

other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. 

Kylie Dowell 
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we are long suffering neighbours of airbnb which is at Tweed Heads Sth NSW. the house 
accommodates up to 20 people and has been rented almost continuously since December 2015.  
there is no supervision from the owners, and they don&apos;t answer my texts or calls.  
we have endured excessive drinking, swearing and partying, and police have been called on many 
occasion s by me and other neighbours.  
This is a low density residential neighborhood and is extremely distressing to live next door to.  
I implore you to ban STHL in residential areas or limit the amount of rentals per year. this is most 
distressing to live next to. Rhonda Downes  
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Dear NSW Government, 

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly 
believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments . I absolutely embrace my 
responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that 
Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.  

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect 
my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal 
submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb? 

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that 
small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these 
communities.  

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 
encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 
reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 

I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright 
short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 
would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-
laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards 
for NSW.  

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 
negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 
don’t include any caps on nights at all. 

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home 
would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no 
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most 
home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-
assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or 
weekenders only. 

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 
other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. 

Sarah Downey 
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Dear NSW Government, 

As a guest who has travelled to Sydney using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly 
believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments .  

My wife actually owns an apartment in Sydney, but rents it out on a full-time basis as we live in 
America. When we travel to Sydney, we like to stay in our local neighborhood, visit friends and 
patronize local businesses. Staying in a hotel does not offer the same experience, however, AirBnb 
gives us exactly what we want. 

I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and 
respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their 
travelling behaviours.  

In fact, we have extra space in our home in San Francisco, and in accordance with local laws, are able 
to host guests via AirBnb. Our experience as hosts has been wonderful, as has our experience as 
guests in Sydney AirBnbs. 

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect 
my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal 
submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb? 

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that 
small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these 
communities.  

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 
encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 
reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 
receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 
isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows 
Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 
would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-
laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards 
for NSW.  

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 
negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 
don’t include any caps on nights at all. 

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home 



would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no 
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most 
home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-
assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or 
weekenders only. 

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 
other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. 

Kathy Drasky 
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Dear NSW Government, 

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South 
Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly 
registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I host with Airbnb?  

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage 
and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a 
boost from local tourism. 

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation ‐ including industry complaints management and education which 
encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 
reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 
Section 5: Strata Regulation ‐ This includes options for by‐laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 
receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 
isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed 
Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 6: Planning Framework ‐ A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 
negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 
don’t include any caps on nights at all. 
Section 7: Registration or Licensing ‐ A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your 
own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and 
no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there 
is a simple, quick and cost effective self‐assessment form, which is only required in limited 
circumstances ‐ usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. 
Section 5: Strata Regulation ‐ By‐laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 
would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by‐
laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.  

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 
other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. 

Charlie Driver  
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Dear NSW Government, 

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly 
believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments . I absolutely embrace my 
responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that 
Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.  

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect 
my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal 
submission to the Options. 

I used Airbnb as we prefer a genuine experience rather than an artificial one which we feel we get in 
the chain hotels. We prefer being in a home as part of the family as opposed to a visitor in a guest 
house. 

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that 
small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these 
communities.  

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 
encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 
reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 
receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 
isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows 
Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 
would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-
laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards 
for NSW.  

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 
negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 
don’t include any caps on nights at all. 

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home 
would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no 
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most 
home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-
assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or 
weekenders only. 

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 



I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 
other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the 
rewards. 

Mary Dryden 
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David and Mrs Kathleen (Kate) Dufall 
29th October 2017 
You  
The Honourable Anthony Roberts MP 

Department of Planning and Environment 

PO Box 39, GPO, Sydney NSW 2001 

Dear Minister Roberts, 
It was a great pleasure to be seated beside you at the RAE luncheon at Parliament House in 
February. Your enthusiasm and commitment to the Planning Portfolio was and is refreshing and 
much appreciated.  
It is in this regard that I now write to you bringing to your attention the upcoming debate on 
STHL in NSW.  
Allow me to give you a little background: my husband and I spent over 20 years in SE ASIA 
subsequent to his Defence Attaché post in Thailand. During that time I lost both my parents and 
at the winding up of the estate David and I were able to keep the beautiful 1911 Cremorne family 
home. Within the integrity of the home my parents had created an independent one bedroom 
apartment albeit with an interconnecting door.  
A British friend visiting in 2015 suggested we join Airbnb. David and I have worked saved and 
invested in Australia to provide for my retirement as I am not entitled to State income. As a 
consequence the income from the apartment provides me with funds (taxable) on which we 
continue to travel widely ... this year a six week road trip through Queensland.  
Our guests both international and domestic bring tourist dollars to our local area which we 
promote by way of suggestions for local cafes, restaurants and clubs, the beaches, the Opera 
House and of course Taronga Zoo. The success of the Airbnb connection is our ‘supper host’ 
status for which I enclose a couple of reviews. Another measure of the success is the return 
guests and new delightful friendships. This includes the Airbnb host friends we have made 
through the regular meetings held in local venues.  
In essence I join with many others in suggesting there are far more positives to the negatives 
often appearing in the press with regard to this issue and therefore ask that serious 
consideration be given to the STHL proposal before the Government. 
Yours sincerely, 

Kate Dufall 
AirBnB Reviews 
April 2017. David's place is perfectly located near public transport, shops, cafes and lots of 
famous Sydney attractions. The apartment was well equipped with everything you could need, 
and furnished with all the homely touches making it a cosy and welcoming place to stay. Thank 
you once again Kate and David, you have been delightful hosts and we look forward to visiting 
again soon. Hayley C. Adelaide. 
March 2017. My parents stayed with David and Kate and they were very impressed. They very 
welcoming hosts, who are always happy to have a chat and provide advice on what to do in the 
area. The apartment itself was nice and quiet and very well equipped, even including Opal cards 
to get you started if you're a first time traveler to Sydney. The location is also close to public 
transport and only minutes away from cafes and restaurants in Cremorne and Mosman. All in 
all, I would definitely recommend David and Kate's apartment to anyone travelling to Sydney, 
especially if you want to stay in a more quiet area, but still be close enough to both the city and 
beaches. Florian P. Germany 



March 2017. This is an ideal location for a holiday stay in Sydney. Public transportation is 
excellent. The area is quiet but has all the amenities that you would need i.e. grocery, pharmacy, 
restaurants etc. The apartment was well equipped with anything that you may need to make 
yourself at home. It is very private yet affords access to your host if ever needed. David and Kate 
were exceptional hosts and provided us with a warm and homey stay. Their knowledge of 
Sydney and other locations in Australia was very helpful. Brian P. Ontario 
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Dear NSW Government, 

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly 
believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments . I absolutely embrace my 
responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that 
Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.  

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect 
my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal 
submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb? 

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that 
small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these 
communities.  

On a recent visit to Bowral in September the only accommodation available for the weekend was 
through airbnb as all the hotels motel and pubs were full book within 100 km radius. We have had 
the same experience in Wagga 3 times this year and Sydney inner suburbs twice (radius 10KM) on 
weekends. 
I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 
encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 
reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 
receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 
isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows 
Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 
would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-
laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards 
for NSW.  

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 
negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 
don’t include any caps on nights at all. 

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home 
would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no 
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most 
home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-
assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or 
weekenders only. 

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 



understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 
other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the 
rewards. 

David Duffy 
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Dear NSW Government, 

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly 
believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments . I absolutely embrace my 
responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that 
Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.  

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect 
my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal 
submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb? 

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that 
small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these 
communities.  

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 
encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 
reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 
receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 
isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows 
Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 
would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-
laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards 
for NSW.  

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 
negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 
don’t include any caps on nights at all. 

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home 
would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no 
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most 
home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-
assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or 
weekenders only. 

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 
other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. 



Tony Duffy
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Dear NSW Government, 

I run my own business and I employ 15 people. I travel just about every week and I stay in a mixture 
of AirBNB and Hotels. Sometimes I use an AirBNB just to get away from a hotel room, all of which 
are exactly the same. I can tell you that in some places I travel to for work, there are very few hotel 
accommodation options and those that are available charge a fortune because of lack of 
competition. 

Other times, I will have a few of my employees with me and it makes sense to rent a two or three 
bedroom house or apartment to save on travel costs - rather than having to hire three (3) hotel 
rooms for a week which gets very expensive. AirBNB gives me flexibility. In an age where every level 
of government is increasing regulation and cost on businesses without regards to its impact on my 
business's bottom line, AirBNB has been a crucial tool to help me manage costs in my business. 

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly 
believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments . I absolutely embrace my 
responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that 
Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.  

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect 
my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal 
submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb? 

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that 
small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these 
communities.  

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 
encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 
reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 
receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 
isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows 
Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 
would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-
laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards 
for NSW.  

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 
negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 
don’t include any caps on nights at all. 



Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home 
would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no 
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most 
home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-
assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or 
weekenders only. 

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 
other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. 

Tony Duncan 
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Dear NSW Government, 

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly 
believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments . I absolutely embrace my 
responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that 
Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.  

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect 
my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal 
submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb? 

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that 
small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these 
communities.  

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 
encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 
reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 
receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 
isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows 
Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 
would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-
laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards 
for NSW.  

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 
negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 
don’t include any caps on nights at all. 

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home 
would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no 
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most 
home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-
assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or 
weekenders only. 

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 
other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. 



Oliver Durance 
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Dear NSW Government, 

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly 
believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments . I absolutely embrace my 
responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that 
Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.  

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect 
my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal 
submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb? 

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that 
small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these 
communities.  

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 
encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 
reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 
receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 
isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows 
Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 
would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-
laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards 
for NSW.  

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 
negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 
don’t include any caps on nights at all. 

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home 
would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no 
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most 
home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-
assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or 
weekenders only. 

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 
other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. 



I have stayed in a number of Airbnb in NSW and I have found them to be well run and respectful of 
other people's needs. The existing Airbnb system of reporting reviews by both the host and the 
visitor is an effective communication to deter irresponsible behaviour by either party. 

Simon Dutson 
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Dear NSW Government, 

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly 

believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments . I absolutely embrace my 

responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that 

Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.  

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect 

my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal 

submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb? 

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that 

small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these 

communities.  

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 

encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 

reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 

receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 

isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows 

Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 

would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-

laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards 

for NSW.  

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 

negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 

don’t include any caps on nights at all. 

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home 

would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no 

registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most 

home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-

assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or 

weekenders only. 

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 

understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 

other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. 

Kylie Eagleton 
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Dear NSW Government, 

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly 
believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments . I absolutely embrace my 
responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that 
Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.  

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect 
my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal 
submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb? 

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that 
small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these 
communities.  

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 
encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 
reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 
receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 
isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows 
Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 
would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-
laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards 
for NSW.  

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 
negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 
don’t include any caps on nights at all. 

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home 
would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no 
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most 
home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-
assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or 
weekenders only. 

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 
other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. 



Angelica earle 
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Appendix 1 - STHL Options Paper Submission Form 

SHORT-TERM HOLIDAY LETTING OPTIONS PAPER SUBMISSION FORM 

The NSW Government has released an Options Paper, 

building on the work of the Parliamentary Inquiry and 

existing practice, to start a public discussion on potential 

options to develop a suitable approach for short-term 

holiday letting (STHL) in NSW. 

How will your personal information be used when 

you make a submission? 

Your personal information is protected under the Privacy 

and Personal Information Protection Act 1998 (PPIP 

Act). The Department collects personal information in 

The Options Paper for STHL outlines potential options submissions for the purposes set out in the Department's 

around the development of an appropriate approach Privacy Statement. 

to managing STHL. These options could be considered 

either individually or in combination. We respect your right to privacy. Before lodging your 

submission, you will be asked to confirm that you have 

Prior to making a whole of government policy read the terms of the Privacy Statement, which sets out: 

framework, we are seeking feedback from the • how personal information is defined under the PPIP
community and our stakeholders on the options Act- it includes but is not limited to your name,
discussed in the paper. address, and email address;

You are invited to respond to the Options Paper by • the purposes for which the department collects

submitting this form to the NSW Department of personal information; and

Planning and Environment. • how personal information collected by the department

You can also provide your feedback by: 

• filling out the online survey

• email to STHL@planning.nsw.gov.au 

• writing to:

Director, Housing Policy

Department of Planning and Environment

GPO Box 39, Sydney NSW 2001

If you have further inquiries, please email us at 

STHL@planning.nsw.gov.au 

The consultation process is open until 

31 October 2017. 

By hitting submit you agree to the Department's 

Privacy Policy. 

Name, Surname 

Organisation 

Suburb 

E-mail Address

Date of Submission 

will be used.

When you make a submission, we will publish: 

• the content of your submission - including any personal

information about you which you have chosen to

include in those documents

• a list of submitters, which will include:

- your name 

- your suburb or town 

We will not publish offensive, threatening, defamatory or 

other inappropriate material. 

If you do not want your personal information published, 

do not include any personal information in your 

submission. 

All other information gathered in this submission form will 

be collated and used towards making a recommendation 

on the future approach of STHL in NSW. 
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Introduction 

• Do you use or have you ever us - d shor -term holiday accommodation? 11:Milre1111= 

6.---N_ Lir- \ 01/4 1 1 =  a uv 1 el 
, _ Are you or have you ever been a short-term holiday accommodation host? 

------ 
Do you provide another form of short-term holiday accommodation? 

Do you live near a property that provides short-term holiday accommodation? 

Are you from an STHL industry group, owners' corporations or community group? 

li. 

believe these 
Impacts Associated with STHL 

Please indicate below which impact(s) are you most concerned about and how do you 
could be managed. 

Noise 

• Waste 
.4C-P:a.rty HoLTs-e'N 

• Parking 

• Hazards and Evacuation 

Self-Regulation 
impacts Considering the mechanisms below, how could self-regulation in NSW address any negative 

of STHL? 
t------ • The Code of Conduct 

• Complaint Management Mechanism 
i , , o n i t o r i n g  & Reporting 

Are t i r e  b.rriers that may reduce the effectiveness of self-regulation? 1 _ .  I "ill 
I I i W M  F M  i i i r i s  

k 
1 I r V A  I _ G I  , 1 _.'.a‘k 

STHL in Strata Properties 

IMBENA 

how and under Should owners' corporations be given the legal ability to prohibit or restrict STHL? If so, 
what circumstances? 1\0 

10 Should the Strata Schemes Management Act be amended to increase the ability of owners' 
corporations to manage the im • . of STHL and obtai ompensation for advers - impacts? If so, under 
what circumstanc - ? di 0 , . Lib. GU& 

_ 

_ 11 I there sc• pe for i • ,. • ry self-regulation in the short-te • , iday letting industry? Would is 
effectively address issues that occur in short-term letting in strata schemes? je. , . . - -  ilillill 
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Dear NSW Government, 

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South 
Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly 
registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I host with Airbnb? 

There is too much wasted space. I like to share. I pay my full proportion of tax on anything I earn 
from AirBnb. I recommend local businesses, rail journey, and tourist destinations. All of this enriches 
the community where I live. 

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 
encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 
reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 
receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 
isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed 
Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 
negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 
don’t include any caps on nights at all. 
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your 
own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and 
no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there 
is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited 
circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. 
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 
would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-
laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.  

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 
other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. 

Bronwyn Eather 
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Dear NSW Government, 

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly 
believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments . I absolutely embrace my 
responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that 
Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.  

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect 
my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal 
submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb? 

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that 
small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these 
communities.  

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 
encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 
reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 
receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 
isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows 
Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 
would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-
laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards 
for NSW.  

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 
negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 
don’t include any caps on nights at all. 

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home 
would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no 
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most 
home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-
assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or 
weekenders only. 

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 
other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. 



Suzanne Edmunds
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Name: Eddie and Jenny Edwards 

We wish to make a submission to the New South Wales Government’s Short Term Holiday 
Letting Options Paper.  

My wife and I own an apartment complex in                         . The apartments were approved 
by Ballina Shire Council for occupation specifically as strata titled holiday apartments 
wherein the owners are allowed to occupy their apartment for a maximum of 3 months per 
annum and no permanent letting is allowed. We are onsite managers and arrange holiday 
letting of the property and supervision of guests occupying the property. The owners of the 
individual apartments in our complex have made investments valued at well over $25M. Any 
disruption to the holiday letting market directly affects their investment income and the value 
of their property as their individual apartment value is directly aligned to their return on their 
investment. As the apartments cannot by law be used for normal residential use their value is 
determined by their return as a business and banks value them solely on this criteria. It is my 
contention that the proliferation of residential homes in our area operating in conjunction 
with Online Travel Agents such as AirB&B and Stayz in direct competition with our resort is 
having a significant effect on the earnings for our owners and ourselves. 

During our time at the resort, we have seen the dramatic growth in the local accommodation 
industry of properties listed for rental particularly with AirB&B and Stayz. A search of 
Lennox Head on the AirB&B site will show more than 300 properties being offered in a town 
where the last census records 2700 homes. Further examination will show that the majority of 
these properties are available as “entire homes”. This number does not necessarily take into 
account the numerous holiday homes listed with local real estate agents and may include a 
small percentage of the apartments in our property and those of other conventional 
accommodation operators but certainly does not include all properties available for holiday 
letting in the town. In other words it appears that more than 1 in 9 properties is being offered 
for short term rental in Lennox Head and so this is not a minor matter but affects the whole 
fabric of our town. 

The aforementioned OTA’s are spreading the myth that this holiday letting represents a 
“sharing” economy where people can make a few extra dollars from their spare room. The 
facts are entirely contrary to this myth as they are facilitating and encouraging a blatant 
method for people to by-pass local government planning instruments. Instead of applying to 
council regulators for approval to run a Hotel, Bed & Breakfast or other form of regulated 
accommodation industry, people simply buy houses and start holiday letting through these 
OTA’s. 

In our little town this is creating a situation where people who reside in residential areas do 
not have a normal and cohesive neighbourhood as their permanent neighbours have become 
substituted with itinerant holiday makers. There is great potential for conflict in use when 
people in holiday mode move into a house knowing that their stay is temporary, they have 
little need to form co-habiting relationships with neighbours and generally there is no 
supervision from the property owner. The problems arising have become quite evident and 
broadly reported in our neighbouring town Byron Bay and there is plenty of hearsay evidence 
in Lennox Head indicating that the Byron Bay problems are occurring here. Unsupervised 
short term rental houses are a recipe for disaster with overcrowding, noisy and disruptive 
behaviour issues being foremost. In Byron Bay solving the issues arising includes forcing 
owners to post bonds to cover the cost of police and ranger call-outs. This solution is also 
flawed as it does not help or compensate the neighbours who have been subjected to the 
disruptive behaviour. I am also told that there is now a shortage of long term rental 
accommodation with the rental home owners wanting to cash in on the peak periods and 
school holidays.  



Under NSW legislation, to be allowed to operate within the “management rights” industry, 
and carry out holiday letting a manager is required to maintain a real estate licence and an 
audited trust account for rental monies collected. There is also a considerable financial 
investment required to purchase a “Management Rights” business. In our resort we are onsite 
managers living in our privately owned on-site residence and are on hand around the clock to 
supervise the behaviour of our guests. This is a far different situation to our opposition just 
down the street with un-hosted holiday houses who operate outside the regulations we are 
subject to and put the reputation and financial stability of the entire accommodation industry 
at risk.  

We believe the additional competition has had a deleterious effect on the demand for holiday 
accommodation in our establishment. This is unfair for the 40 owners of the holiday 
apartments in our resort as they have complied with every regulation and their income and 
investment is being affected by the non-complying “disruptor” opposition. 

In short our submission is that: 

1) Holiday letting of parts of a house should be subject to exactly the same regulations and
approval processes that local government apply to people who wish to run an approved Bed
& Breakfast establishment. It should not be allowed unless council have inspected the
premises and addressed matters of parking, safety and hygiene.

2) Holiday letting of entire houses should be regulated by exactly the same approval processes
and regulations as conventional hotels and accommodation establishments. Any application
to council by owners to let a house for holiday purposes should address the method of
supervision (paying security companies could be an option). Council should address and
approve parking and carry out inspections for safety (building, pool, fire regulations) and
hygiene should be mandatory.

The accommodation industry is a major part of our economy and can only maintain it’s 
image, reputation and profitability if all members operate on an equal playing field. 

Thank You 

Eddie Edwards 
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Dear NSW Government, 

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South 
Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly 
registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper. This process 
can be managed by strata community of which I am a member. 

Why do I host with Airbnb? 

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage 
and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a 
boost from local tourism. 

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 
encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 
reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 
receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 
isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed 
Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 
negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 
don’t include any caps on nights at all. 
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your 
own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and 
no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there 
is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited 
circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. 
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 
would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-
laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.  

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 
other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. 

Malcolm Edwards 
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Dear NSW Government, 

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South 
Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly 
registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I host with Airbnb? 

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage 
and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a 
boost from local tourism. 

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 
encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 
reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 
receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 
isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed 
Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 
negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 
don’t include any caps on nights at all. 
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your 
own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and 
no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there 
is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited 
circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. 
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 
would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-
laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.  

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 
other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. 

Maryanne Edwards 
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Attention Director, Housing Policy 

I make this submission as an owner of two properties located in Port Stephens and the Southern 
Highlands which are used for short term letting in addition to personal use. Whilst the properties are 
advertised on line and can be booked on line my observations and recommendations reflect my own 
views. 

The Executive Summary of the options paper notes that the impacts of STHL vary between regional 
and metropolitan areas and between detached dwellings and apartments if not adequately 
managed. 

I submit that the negative impacts referred to are disproportionately higher in Inner city apartment 
lettings than in the regional settings where STHL has existed for many years . In regional settings 
STHL has important positive impacts on the on local communities and local economy. Therefore a 
"one size fits all solution" to management of STHL through regulation would seem inappropriate and 
present real economic risks in the regional setting. The value proposition for STHL in regional 
communities is not just the income to property owners or the number of nights let, but should 
include the positive economic benefits of increased direct and indirect employment, increased 
tourism and tourism spend in the community. In many regional areas STHL not only provides 
overflow accomodation when hotel/ motel sources are not available but also provides consumers 
with a greater freedom of accommodation choice and cost. 

The submission refers to Regulatory Approaches  Overseas. 
I submit that while this comparison may be valid in the the context of high rise apartment letting in 
high population density areas of Sydney, modelling regulations from New York, Berlin, Paris and San 
Francisco are not relevant to STHL in South West Rocks, Kiama, Mittagong, Katoomba and the rest of 
regional NSW. 

The options paper discusses impacts of STHL in Section 3 and refers to environmental/amenity 
impacts, party houses, waste, traffic and parking etc but states these are "hard to quantify above 
and beyond what normally would be expected in residential areas". 
I submit that if these potential adverse impacts are not quantified and are currently anecdotal at 
best, that the introduction of regulations is akin to a "shot gun" approach. 
An independently governed stronger Code of Conduct with better reporting mechanisms could 
better quantify and validate adverse impacts and identify types and locations of STHL at most risk. 

The submission in Section 4 discusses the important issue of Self Regulation and a Code of Conduct. 
The paper is supportive of effective self regulation by a strong and unified industry body if it is 
effective, accountable and transparent. 
I submit that a strong, enforceable Code of Conduct which is independently managed  deserves 
support. I cite the Medicines Australia Code as an example that has worked effectively for many 
years. This self regulated Code is effective, transparent and is governed independently of 
government and industry. Since its inception over 70 years ago no Federal Government has sought 
to regulate the commercial processes of the prescription medicines industry via legislated 
regulation. 

The options paper does note (p20) that given that STHL is of particular value to the values of regional 
communities consideration .... needs to be given to different planning controls. 
I submit that applying regulatory controls including days per stay, days per year, number of 
bedrooms and presence of hosts to regional STHL's would have significant unwanted adverse effects 
on the economies of regional communities. In areas such as the Southern Highlands which have very 
well developed local events which attract large visitor numbers the effect on the local economy by 
increased regulation would stifle tourism and the local economy. 



Although the committee did not make any recommendation on Registration and Licensing it should 
be noted that the advent of online booking services in the sharing economy has resulted in better 
informed choices for accomodation consumers. Additionally as on line providers encourage user 
reviews this stimulates an environment where accomodation providers strive for product excellence 
in a competitive market. 
Russell Edwards 
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Dear NSW Government, 

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South 
Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly 
registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I host with Airbnb? 

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage 
and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a 
boost from local tourism. 

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 
encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 
reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 
receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 
isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed 
Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 
negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 
don’t include any caps on nights at all. 
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your 
own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and 
no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there 
is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited 
circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. 
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 
would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-
laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.  

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 
other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. 

Simon Edwards 
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Dear NSW Government, 

As a single person, 63 years old, unemployed and not on a pension. I rely on my earnings from 
airbnb to help me pay my bills so I don't need government handouts. 
The guests I accommodate are usually from overseas, and have family who live in my area. There are 
no hotels and very few motels in my area. My guests are always quiet and respectful of the 
neighbourhood, I wouldn't allow it to be any other way. My neighbours would'nt even be aware I'm 
hosting.  
So the benefits are twofold - I pay my bills without needing government assistance and my guests 
get to have an affordable home away from home close to their loved ones. 
I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South 
Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly 
registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I host with Airbnb? 

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage 
and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a 
boost from local tourism. 

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 
encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 
reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 
receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 
isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed 
Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 
negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 
don’t include any caps on nights at all. 
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your 
own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and 
no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there 
is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited 
circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. 
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 
would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-
laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.  

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 
other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. 

Sharon Egan 
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Dear NSW Government, 

As a guest who has travelled extensively including around NSW using the Airbnb platform over the 
past 3 years, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments . I 
absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and 
respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their 
travelling behaviours.  

Extreme regulations and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my 
ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal 
submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb? 

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that 
small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these 
communities. 

Additionally I am in strong favour of the use of idle resources, especially when their diversity offers 
me and my family far more options than would be available otherwise. 

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 
encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 
reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 
receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 
isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows 
Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 
would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-
laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards 
for NSW.  

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 
negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 
don’t include any caps on nights at all. 

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home 
would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no 
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most 
home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-
assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or 
weekenders only. 

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 



understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 
other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the 
rewards. 

David Eldridge 
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Dear NSW Government, 

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly 
believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments . I absolutely embrace my 
responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that 
Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.  

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect 
my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal 
submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?  
Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that 
small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these 
communities.  

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 
encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 
reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 
receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 
isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows 
Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 
would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-
laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards 
for NSW.  

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 
negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 
don’t include any caps on nights at all. 

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home 
would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no 
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most 
home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-
assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or 
weekenders only. 

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 
I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 
other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. 

Samantha Ellenberger 
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Dear NSW Government, 

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South 
Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly 
registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I host with Airbnb? 

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage 
and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a 
boost from local tourism. 

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 
encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 
reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 
receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 
isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed 
Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 
negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 
don’t include any caps on nights at all. 
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your 
own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and 
no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there 
is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited 
circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. 
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 
would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-
laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.  

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 
other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. 

Shannon Elliott 
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Dear NSW Government, 

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly 
believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments . I absolutely embrace my 
responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that 
Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.  

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect 
my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal 
submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb? 

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that 
small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these 
communities.  

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 
encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 
reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 
receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 
isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows 
Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 
would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-
laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards 
for NSW.  

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 
negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 
don’t include any caps on nights at all. 

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home 
would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no 
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most 
home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-
assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or 
weekenders only. 

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 
other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. 



Sophie elliott 
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Address: To Whom it may Concern: 

I write to make a submission to the New South Wales Governments Short Term Holiday Letting 
Options Paper. 
I do not believe that the same rules should be applied to holiday homes that are being considered 
for apartments and room sharing in strata properties in the city. 
Short-Term-Rental is a key part of the visitor and tourist economy of regional cities and towns. If 
some of the proposed options are put in place, it could be too burdensome to rent out holiday 
homes. If this happens then jobs will be lost and the economy will be starved of much needed tourist 
income in regional New South Wales. 
I urge you to treat holiday homes differently to other short term rental and listen to the voices and 
concerns of homeowners. 

We own a small holiday cottage in the Blue Mountains and have been renting out our property to 
short term holidaymakers to pay our mortgage on the cottage, as one day we hope to retire there. 
In the 11 years we have owned our property we have never received any complaints from our 
neighbours. The self-regulatory system works well for us,we have a copy of the Stayz terms & 
conditions , clearly visible for all incoming guests to see. We also send all our incoming guests a copy 
of the terms and conditions and we leave detailed instructions on garbage, parking etc. and all 
guests receive a copy of house information and we also have a house manual for our guests to read. 
All our guests have our contact details as well as our cleaners (local contact) mobile & home 
numbers should a problem arise. Our closest neighbours also have our contact details should they 
need to phone us.  
We employ local people for cleaning, laundry , property maintenance & garden maintenance. Our 
closest neighbours also have our contact details should they need to phone us.  

There is a real need for holiday cottages in the Blue Mountains and other regional areas, as not all 
people can afford the cost of hotels, and there are not enough hotels , motels and B & B’s to cope 
with the demand for holiday accommodation. A lot of guests (especially people with families) prefer 
the self- catering option as it is more affordable and they can keep their costs down by being able to 
cook some meals, rather than having to eat out for 3 meals a day. A lot of guests still go out to 
restaurants and cafes but they tell us it is nice to have the option to be able to cook a meal for their 
family, especially if they have young children and they are tired after having been out sightseeing all 
day. Also holiday cottages are more suited to people with families as they are more spacious and 
there is outdoor space for the children to play.  

We are not sure about all regional areas but the Blue Mountains is most definitely not a “party 
town” Most of our guests come to the Blue Mountains for sightseeing, bush walking, marathons, 
festivals like the “Winter Magic” etc. and generally just to relax. A lot of our bookings are for couples 
or small families, we only have 3 bedrooms. Most of our guests are not young singles, they are 
couples, families or older retired people. 
If the government decides to change the ruling for STHL we would have to sell our property as we 
could not afford to pay the mortgage if the government imposed limits and caps on the number of 
days a property could be rented , not to mention the high cost involved with imposing regulations 
for unhosted properties. It is not fair on owners who are doing the right thing and have been actively 
involved in managing their holiday properties and respectful and mindful of their neighbours. By 
renting our house out to holidaymakers we can at least cover some of the mortgage and running 
costs like insurances, commissions for listing / advertising, property maintenance, garden 
maintenance, cleaning & laundry costs. We have never had any problems with the self-regulatory 



system. We chose to rent our house out for holiday rentals as we could see there was a real need for 
holiday accommodation in the Blue Mountains.  

Yours faithfully, 
Anthony Ellis 
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Dear NSW Government, 

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly 

believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my 

responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that 

Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.  

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect 

my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal 

submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb? 

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that 

small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these 

communities.  

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 

encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 

reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 

receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 

isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows 

Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 

would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-

laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards 

for NSW.  

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 

negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 

don’t include any caps on nights at all. 

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home 

would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no 

registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most 

home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-

assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or 

weekenders only. 

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 

understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 

other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. 



Sandra Elyas
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Dear NSW Government, 

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly 
believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments . I absolutely embrace my 
responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that 
Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.  

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect 
my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal 
submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb? 

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that 
small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these 
communities.  

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 
encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 
reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 
receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 
isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows 
Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 
would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-
laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards 
for NSW.  

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 
negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 
don’t include any caps on nights at all. 

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home 
would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no 
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most 
home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-
assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or 
weekenders only. 

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 
other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. 



barry emery 
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Dear NSW Government, 

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South 
Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly 
registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I host with Airbnb? 

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage 
and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a 
boost from local tourism. 

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 
encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 
reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 
receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 
isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed 
Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 
negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 
don’t include any caps on nights at all. 
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your 
own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and 
no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there 
is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited 
circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. 
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 
would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-
laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.  

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 
other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. 

Dale Ensor 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN 

Please find below my submission in regards to Short Term Holiday Letting: 

1. All decisions should be in the hands of the Owners’ Corporation via the Strata
Committee, including a definition of short term letting in terms of length of period. It
may be advisable to call an Extraordinary Meeting and for all owners to be given a
vote. The final result should reflect the wishes of the majority of owners. No decisions
should be imposed on the Owners’ Corporation externally by vested interests and
lobbies representing Short Term Term Holiday Letting, as this is OUR home and we
should decide as to how we wish to live.

2. In our strata we have a high level of security and we have paid a premium for this
benefit. Short term letting could jeopardise existing security parameters via multiple
use of FOB’s and perhaps even illegal duplication of FOB’s.

3. We live in one of the most cohesive urban communities in Australia. There are
almost 40 organisations within Pyrmont and Jacksons Landing is well represented in
this regard. This reflects a stable population via unit ownership and long term
tenancies. We do not want transient residents impacting on our cherished
cooperative existence.

4. From our recent observations, transient residents have little regard for our quiet
enjoyment, care of communal facilities, garbage disposal and have been largely
responsible for damage to common property.

5. It is clear that the primary motivation for short term holiday letting is maximising
profits plus greed, to the detriment of long term residents plus long term tenants who
are evicted on the termination of leases in order to make way for higher rent paying
transient occupants. There is already a body of evidence indicating the expulsion of
previous tenants from this area due to competition from high daily rents met by
transient occupants. Concomitantly there is the potential for increased crime and
damage emanating from transient occupants, with the probable consequence of
increased insurance premiums.

6. The bottom line is that this is our home and we did not choose to live in a hotel or in a
block of serviced apartments. The decision of the Owners’ Corporation must be
respected and not overridden by governments pandering to external interests. It is
vital that this issue becomes a factor in the next NSW State Government elections.

With many thanks, 

Ivor Epstein 
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Dear Sir/ Madam 
My husband and I have moved into an apartment complex close to the city with good 
facilities and transport. We did so for several reasons but one of the primary reasons was 
for security. We have a well managed strata association that ensures that our new home is 
as well maintained as we had kept our house of over 35 years.  
I therefore write to strongly object to the imposition of short term letting. Our building 
would be most desirable for holiday letting. I object on several grounds 

1. Impact on security. With many, transient people having access to fobs for access to
the building, the security risks are increased.

2. There are pool and gym facilities in our complex. Short term letting Increases demands
on maintenance and the costs associated with these facilities without the associated
responsibilities that owners have. We have already had experience of this situation whereby
increased rubbish has been left lying around and communal areas have been vandalised

3. A strata committee should be allowed to say what sort of letting should be
permitted in their building. We have bought our homes and so should have the right
to determine how our community is maintained. Granted not everyone in the strata
may agree, but everyone who owns a unit will have a say, without the strong arm of
Government imposing its will on people’s lives and homes.

Manuela Epstein 
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Dear NSW Government, 

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly 
believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments . I absolutely embrace my 
responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that 
Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.  

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect 
my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal 
submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb? 

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that 
small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these 
communities.  

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 
encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 
reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 
receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 
isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows 
Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 
would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-
laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards 
for NSW.  

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 
negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 
don’t include any caps on nights at all. 

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home 
would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no 
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most 
home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-
assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or 
weekenders only. 

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 
other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. 



Joanne Espey
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Dear NSW Government, 

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly 

believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments . I absolutely embrace my 

responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that 

Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.  

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect 

my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal 

submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb? 

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that 

small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these 

communities.  

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 

encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 

reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 

receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 

isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows 

Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 

would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-

laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards 

for NSW.  

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 

negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 

don’t include any caps on nights at all. 

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home 

would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no 

registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most 

home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-

assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or 

weekenders only. 

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 

understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 

other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. 

Lauryn Evans 
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Dear NSW Government, 

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly 
believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments . I absolutely embrace my 
responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that 
Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.  

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect 
my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal 
submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb? 

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that 
small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these 
communities.  

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 
encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 
reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 
receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 
isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows 
Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 
would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-
laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards 
for NSW.  

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 
negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 
don’t include any caps on nights at all. 

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home 
would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no 
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most 
home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-
assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or 
weekenders only. 

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 
other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. 



Martyn Evans
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12 October 2017 

Dear Sir 
11111111311111 Dep',3‘ rrent of Planning 

LC OCT 207 

Scanning Room 
I write regarding the residential strata recommendations made by the recent Short Term 
Rental Agreements (STRA) inquiry. 

I wish to lodge objections to the proposals to force Strata Buildings to accept AirBnB and the 
like. I have practical objections as well as in-principle objections. 

The imposition of AirBnB and the like, against the wishes of any building's AGM, surely 
significantly dilutes amenity, and worse, also brings unwelcome and unnecessary extra costs 
of repair / upkeep / management and maintenance. This moves the goalposts on those 
owners who bought into existing ownership arrangements, and gives them no say in the 
matter; which surely is undemocratic, unfair and unreasonable? 

I see no reason why AirBnB and others like them could not be limited to individually-owned 
properties and their presence in Strata Buildings prohibited ...or at least not forced on those 
Strata Buildings whose AGM prefers to manage without them. There can surely be no 
circumstance where the imposed arrival of AirBnB or the like against the wishes of the AGM 
improves the overall quality or prestige or value of a Strata Building? 

I think it is true of all Strata Buildings I know of that the arrival of strangers on any short-term 
basis has been a serious loss of the amenity for which residents and owners pay, not least 
because security is obviously compromised .. in several ways. 

• There are strangers about, with all the obvious attendant threats as well as loss-of- 
neighbourliness. 

• And there is a distinct possibility that there could be a proliferation of keys and 
security fobs in the hands of people who do not live here. 

• There will also be unwelcome and undeserved problems, even if only delays, in 
addressing and making good any breaches in security or By-Laws, especially if those 
who caused the problem are from overseas. 

Furthermore, it is evident that AirBnB and its like are increasingly putting pressure on those 
who offer their properties to make sure that they do not discriminate against potential users 
in any way ... and this may be entirely fair if you are offering your own individual property for 
hire but it is inequitable and objectionable if that extends to, and becomes inflicted on, 
unwilling others with whom Common Property, and the financial burden of its upkeep, is 
shared. 

In summary, when a building's AGM wishes to decline AirBnB and the like, there can be no 
reasonable basis for imposing it on them, can there? 

Faithfully, P R Evans, Observatory Tower, 168 Kent St, Millers Point, NSW 2000 

PCU072703PCU072703
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3 I st October 2017 

Director, Housing Policy 
Department of Planning and Environment 
GPO Box39, Sydney NSW 200 I. 

By email: STHL@planning.nsw.gov.au 

Dear Director, 

I am providing this submission on behalf of my wife Robyn and myself who are owners of a 
strata title apartment in 'Observatory Tower' 168 Kent Street Millers Point. 

When we purchased our apartment in 2008 the by laws prohibited short term leasing. This 
was one of the large considerations that were made in choosing to purchase and live in the 
community of 'Observatory Tower'. We were and are very concerned about living in 'hotel 
style' accommodation that accompanies short-term letting. Our concerns centre on the 
environment that is created by residents being transient and not being part of our 
community and generally not sharing in the cost, maintenance and care of the common 
areas. Whilst we acknowledge that there is little evidence to support this, it is because we 
don't allow short-term letting. 

Our views on the options available are provided in the submission to you in our Strata 
Committees' Submission of 20th September (copy attached), which we fully support. 

We accept that Governments can change our lives by enacting Legislation of their choosing, 
however, we don't agree with, or support, the Government's stance on this invasion by 
Legislation. Nor do we accept the benefits cited, as tourist accommodation can be provided 
for tourist's and is, without using our infrastructure that we have paid for and maintain, for 
the benefit of the owners and residents and lifestyle that we were once free to choose. 

Governments of all standings should respect the quality of life that has been chosen, as this 
is a basic fabric of our peace and community. 

Enacting Legislation to turn our homes into being part of a 'hotel' is Government over-reach 
into our lives. In short, the Government appears to be removing from our society 'property 
rights' that we have worked hard for and is at the core of our community. 

We respectfully ask that you allow the Strata Committees, via the residents, to be able to 
approve or deny short-term letting, as it is their community and their homes. 

Yours faithfully 
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Dear NSW Government, 

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly 
believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments . I  
greatly appreciate the options Airbnb has offered to me as a solo traveller for business and 
recreation, which have met my needs exactly. 
I also appreciate the accommodation options available through this platform for group travel, not 
available through more traditional retail accommodation.  

I believe strongly government should be encouraging the democratic wealth sharing and income 
provision provided by home sharing. I also believe this platform is boosting in-state tourism, as I've 
certainly chosen to do more of such trips both alone and with friends and family, since the advent of 
Airbnb, thus boosting both regional and city economies. I believe the statistics would support that 
Airbnb has increased state tourism. 

I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and 
respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their 
travelling behaviours.  

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect 
my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal 
submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb? 

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that 
small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these 
communities.  

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 
encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 
reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 
receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 
isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows 
Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 
would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-
laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards 
for NSW.  

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 
negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 
don’t include any caps on nights at all. 



Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home 
would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no 
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most 
home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-
assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or 
weekenders only. 

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 
other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. 

Debra Evelyn 
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Dear NSW Government, 

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly 
believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments . I absolutely embrace my 
responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that 
Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.  

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect 
my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal 
submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb? 

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that 
small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these 
communities.  

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 
encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 
reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 
receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 
isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows 
Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 
would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-
laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards 
for NSW.  

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 
negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 
don’t include any caps on nights at all. 

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home 
would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no 
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most 
home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-
assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or 
weekenders only. 

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 
other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. 



Karen Everett
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Dear NSW Government, 

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South 
Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly 
registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I host with Airbnb? 

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage 
and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a 
boost from local tourism. 

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 
encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 
reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 
receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 
isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed 
Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 
negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 
don’t include any caps on nights at all. 
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your 
own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and 
no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there 
is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited 
circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. 
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 
would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-
laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.  

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 
other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. 

Flo EVISON 
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Dear NSW Government, 

As a guest who has travelled multiple times to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, 
I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments . I absolutely embrace 
my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know 
that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviors.  

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect 
my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal 
submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb? 

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that 
small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these 
communities.  

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 
encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 
reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 
receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 
isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows 
Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 
would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-
laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards 
for NSW.  

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 
negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 
don’t include any caps on nights at all. 

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home 
would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no 
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most 
home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-
assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or 
weekenders only. 

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 
other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. 



Deanna Ezzy 
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Dear NSW Government, 

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly 
believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments . I absolutely embrace my 
responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that 
Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.  

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect 
my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal 
submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?  

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that 
small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these 
communities.  

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation ‐ including industry complaints management and education which 
encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 
reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 

Section 5: Strata Regulation ‐ This includes options for by‐laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 
receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 
isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows 
Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 5: Strata Regulation ‐ By‐laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 
would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by‐
laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards 
for NSW.  

Section 6: Planning Framework ‐ A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 
negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 
don’t include any caps on nights at all. 

Section 7: Registration or Licensing ‐ A registration or licensing system to share your own home 
would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no 
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most 
home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self‐
assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances ‐ usually for holiday homes or 
weekenders only. 

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 
other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. 



Pavel Fadeev 
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Dear NSW Government, 

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly 
believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my 
responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that 
Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.  

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect 
my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal 
submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb? 

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that 
small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these 
communities.  

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 
encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 
reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 
receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 
isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows 
Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 
would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-
laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards 
for NSW.  

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 
negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 
don’t include any caps on nights at all. 

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home 
would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no 
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most 
home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-
assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or 
weekenders only. 

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 
other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. 



Catherine Fairbrother
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Hi OH M1 • 
MARINYA 

2 

September 20, 2017 

The Director, Housing Policy 
Department of Planning and Environment 
GPO Box 39 
Sydney NSW 2001 

Dear Sir / Madam. 

Short-term Letting — SP61043 — Bennelong Complex, 3 Macquarie Street, Sydney 

I own an apartment in the Bennelong complex and wish to provide the following feedback 
in relation to the Options Paper on short-term letting. It is essential that appropriate 
regulations be adopted to protect all stakeholders. 

• Given the location of Bennelong complex and the increasing number of events (New 
Year's Eve, Vivid, etc) occurring in and around the Circular Quay, Opera House and 
Royal Botanic Gardens precinct, if the short-term letting restriction is removed it is 
likely to impact the complex. Many may use the complex as an alternative to a hotel 
and the complex was not  designed for this kind of use. 

• During special events, especially New Year's Eve, there is potential for short-term 
renters engaging in dangerous and disorderly behaviour on the complex's balconies 
directly above the east Circular Quay promenade. 

et Depending on the frequency of short-term rentals, there may be additional costs of 
wear and tear caused by  a n  endless stream of occupants. 

• if damages occur in common property areas the recovery of costs of any damage that 
short-term tenants cause is limited. 

• The building's insurance may need to be  increased. 

• Short-term letting requires increased monitoring of security and management of 
access cards. 

• The Owners Corporation acts in the best interest of the whole complex and  this 
proposal will remove the decision-making and control of this. 

MARINYA CAPITAL PTY. LIMITED 
ABN 54 161 (152 222 

LEVEL 7 1 , 5 0  BRIDGE STREET, SYDNEY N S W  2000 TELEPHONE: +61 2 8017 1000 FACSIMILE: .4. 61 2 8017 1099 
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I believe that apartment owners should continue to have the right to determine, via by-laws, 
whether to accept or reject short-term letting in  their building. 

Yours sincerely 
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Dear NSW Government, 

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South 
Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly 
registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I host with Airbnb? 

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage 
and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a 
boost from local tourism. 

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 
encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 
reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 
receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 
isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed 
Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 
negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 
don’t include any caps on nights at all. 
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your 
own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and 
no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there 
is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited 
circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. 
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 
would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-
laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.  

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 
other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. 

Anne Fairhurst 
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Dear NSW Government, 

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly 
believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments . I absolutely embrace my 
responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that 
Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.  

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect 
my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal 
submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb? 

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that 
small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these 
communities.  

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 
encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 
reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 
receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 
isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows 
Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 
would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-
laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards 
for NSW.  

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 
negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 
don’t include any caps on nights at all. 

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home 
would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no 
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most 
home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-
assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or 
weekenders only. 

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 
other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. 



Gandi Falcon 
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Name: Professor Catherine Falk 
My house at Rosedale has been in my family as a holiday home for nearly 60 years.  It is rented out 
for short term holidays for about one third of each year.  I do not believe that the proposed holiday 
letting options policy  will relieve any of the current metropolitan or regional problems  of home 
affordability or homelessness.  My house is in an isolated location.  Short term rentals and 
maintenance of the property provide regular income and employment for local people.  

       I write to make a submission to the New South Wales Governments Short Term Holiday Letting 
Options Paper. I do not believe that the same rules should be applied to holiday homes that are 
being considered for apartments and room sharing in strata properties in the city. Short-Term-Rental 
is a key part of the visitor and tourist economy of regional cities and towns. If some of the proposed 
options are put in place, it could be too burdensome to rent out holiday homes. If this happens then 
jobs will be lost and the economy will be starved of much needed tourist income in regional New 
South Wales. I urge you to treat holiday homes differently to other short term rental and listen to 
the voices and concerns of homeowners.  
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Dear NSW Government, 

we have a registered charity with the ATO since 1986. We always been hosting overseas visitors, 
having training on small scale for locally adapted garden seed production and hundreds of interns 
from 43 countries. Now with new Home sharing we are semi retired and can continue to bring to our 
Byron Bay community thé very committed people that help others to create a better world.  
We still love it in our 70’s. Keeps us active and engaged with the world.  
In three decades not one complaint from neighbours. Just praise for hosting and introducing great 
people to our region. 
The Seed Savers Foundation Ltd directors  
Jude and Michel Fanton  
I wish you support this.  

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 
encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 
reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 
receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 
isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed 
Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 
negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 
don’t include any caps on nights at all. 
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your 
own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and 
no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there 
is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited 
circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. 
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 
would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-
laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.  

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 
other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. 

Michel Fanton 
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Dear NSW Government, 

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South 
Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly 
registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I host with Airbnb? 

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage 
and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a 
boost from local tourism. 

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 
encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 
reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 
receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 
isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed 
Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 
negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 
don’t include any caps on nights at all. 
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your 
own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and 
no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there 
is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited 
circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. 
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 
would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-
laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.  

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 
other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. 

karen fardouly 
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Dear NSW Government, 

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly 
believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments . I absolutely embrace my 
responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that 
Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.  

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect 
my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal 
submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb? 

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that 
small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these 
communities.  

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 
encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 
reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 
receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 
isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows 
Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 
would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-
laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards 
for NSW.  

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 
negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 
don’t include any caps on nights at all. 

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home 
would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no 
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most 
home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-
assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or 
weekenders only. 

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 
other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. 



Alice Farley 
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Dear NSW Government, 

As a guest who enjoys travelling in nsw and choosing to stay in Airbnb accommodation which only 
adds to the adventureI it would be tragic to have to stay in the cold sterile sometimes unclean 
lodgings of cheap hotels. Probably would choose not to! I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as 
a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review 
system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.  
I sincerely hope this friendly and symbiotic relationship arrangements with Airbnb can continue to 
provide a wonderful holiday experience for travellers to nsw. 

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect 
my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal 
submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb? 

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that 
small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these 
communities.  

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 
encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 
reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 
receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 
isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows 
Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 
would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-
laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards 
for NSW.  

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 
negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 
don’t include any caps on nights at all. 

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home 
would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no 
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most 
home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-
assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or 
weekenders only. 

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 



I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 
other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the 
rewards. 

Jacqueline Farley 
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Dear NSW Government, 

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South 
Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly 
registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I host with Airbnb? 

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage 
and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a 
boost from local tourism. 

Whilst the Options Paper does not canvass opinions on a potential bed tax, I would like to register 
my personal support for a bed tax that applies to all accommodation providers in the Byron Shire 
Council. Such a tax would go a long way to ensuring a sustainable tourism economy in Byron Bay to 
pay for much needed infrastructure and services.  

I wish to support the following options: 
Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 
encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 
reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 
receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 
isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed 
Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 
would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-
laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.  

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 
negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 
don’t include any caps on nights at all. 

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your 
own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and 
no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there 
is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited 
circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. 

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 
other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. 

I would also like to add that I personally pay over $40,000 directly back into the local community via 
house cleaning, linen rental and house/ground maintenance. Several businesses, that I support, 
would go out of business if me and other responsible hosts are prevented from trading fairly. Small 



business is the back bone of the Australian Economy, not multi national hotel chains that funnel 
their profits off shore. Not only would local service providers suffer, but the entire restaurant/café 
industry would, as reduced holiday opportunities would reduce the number of people staying in 
Byron. They would have no choice but to look else where for holiday destinations such as overseas in 
places like Bali and Vietnam, where holidaying is cheaper and AirBnB is not regulated.  

The knock on effect in regional areas such as Byron would be catastrophic with an already tenuous 
local economy put under even more pressure. Local government would loose valuable revenue and 
businesses would close.  

I have been hosting for three years, proudly hold the extra classification of a 'super host' and provide 
an absolute 5 star holiday option for families throughout Australia and overseas. I actively promote 
the Byron Bay area and life style, its businesses and service providers. My properties enable entire 
families and in some cases multiple families to meet, relax and enjoy the life style that beach front 
living allows. There is no commercial hotel operation in Byron that emulates what I provide. Heavily 
regulating me will most likely force me to stop operating in the short term market.  

Best Regards 

James Farr 
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I write David Farthing 

 I write to make a submission to the New South Wales Governments Short Term Holiday Letting 
Options Paper. I do not believe that the same rules should be applied to holiday homes that are 
being considered for apartments and room sharing in strata properties in the city. Short-Term-Rental 
is a key part of the visitor and tourist economy of regional cities and towns. If some of the proposed 
options are put in place, it could be too burdensome to rent out holiday homes. If this happens then 
jobs will be lost and the economy will be starved of much needed tourist income in regional New 
South Wales. I urge you to treat holiday homes differently to other short term rental and listen to 
the voices and concerns of homeowners.  
My property has 7 double bedrooms and caters for guests wanting an escape from the city in an 
environment not catered for by hotels or motels. The property has been upgraded from a near 
derelict state. Parking and noise considerations have been covered by local council regulations. The 
property is used for residential purposes and no government infrastructure is stressed by its 
existence. I see further government regulation as interfering with the logical supply and demand 
features of our western economies. To contrast, and to make a point clearly, contrast the effects of 
say the Westfield development in Bondi junction with the demise of Oxford St and Paddington 
shopping precincts. Here there was not a level playing field, a development that needed government 
approval, a development outside the scope of anything  a short term renter proposes and a need for 
government regulation to prevent such negative impact on people’s lives and investments. I hope 
you are able to focus in on the real issues and what can be achieved by the workings of supply and 
demand. 
Regards 
David Farthing 
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Dear NSW Government, 

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly 
believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments . I absolutely embrace my 
responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that 
Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.  

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect 
my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal 
submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb? 

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that 
small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these 
communities.  

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 
encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 
reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 
receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 
isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows 
Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 
would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-
laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards 
for NSW.  

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 
negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 
don’t include any caps on nights at all. 

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home 
would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no 
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most 
home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-
assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or 
weekenders only. 

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 
other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. 



Marvelyn fauni 
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Dear NSW Government, 

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South 
Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly 
registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I host with Airbnb? 

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage 
and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a 
boost from local tourism. 

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 
encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 
reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 
receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 
isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed 
Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 
negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 
don’t include any caps on nights at all. 
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your 
own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and 
no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there 
is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited 
circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only. 
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 
would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-
laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.  

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 
other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. 

Internet technology is the best way to limit the control of the govervements over the economy. They 
are conscious of this situation and try to limit the power of the startups as much as they can. I will 
whatever I can to limit the control and actions of the governments over the startups. Startups are 
making the world a better place to live in. Governments only serve the interest of a few smart 
politicians thirsty of power and richness. 

Arthur Favier 
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Dear NSW Government, 

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly 
believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments . I absolutely embrace my 
responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that 
Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.  

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect 
my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal 
submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb? 

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that 
small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these 
communities.  

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 
encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 
reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 
receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 
isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows 
Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 
would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-
laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards 
for NSW.  

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 
negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 
don’t include any caps on nights at all. 

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home 
would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no 
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most 
home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-
assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or 
weekenders only. 

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 
other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. 



gordana featherston 
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Dear NSW Government, 

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly 
believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments . I absolutely embrace my 
responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that 
Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.  

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect 
my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal 
submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb? 

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that 
small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these 
communities.  

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 
encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 
reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 
receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 
isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows 
Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 
would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-
laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards 
for NSW.  

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 
negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 
don’t include any caps on nights at all. 

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home 
would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no 
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most 
home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-
assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or 
weekenders only. 

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 
other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. 



Edward Feder 
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Dear NSW Government, 

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly 
believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments . I absolutely embrace my 
responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that 
Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.  

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect 
my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal 
submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb? 

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that 
small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these 
communities.  

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 
encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 
reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 
receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 
isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows 
Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 
would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-
laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards 
for NSW.  

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 
negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 
don’t include any caps on nights at all. 

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home 
would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no 
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most 
home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-
assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or 
weekenders only. 

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 
other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. 



Marc Feitelberg 
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Dear NSW Government, 

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly 
believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments . I absolutely embrace my 
responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that 
Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.  

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect 
my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal 
submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb? 

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that 
small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these 
communities.  

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 
encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 
reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 
receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 
isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows 
Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 
would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-
laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards 
for NSW.  

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 
negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 
don’t include any caps on nights at all. 

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home 
would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no 
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most 
home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-
assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or 
weekenders only. 

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 
other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. 



anita felicetti 
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Dear NSW Government, 
 
As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly 
believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments . I absolutely embrace my 
responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that 
Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.  
 
Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect 
my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal 
submission to the Options Paper. 
 
Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?  
 
Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that 
small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these 
communities.  
 
I wish to support the following options: 
 
Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 
encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 
reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 
 
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 
receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 
isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows 
Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 
 
I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 
 
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 
would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-
laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards 
for NSW.  
 
Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 
negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 
don’t include any caps on nights at all. 
 
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home 
would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no 
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most 
home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-
assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or 
weekenders only. 
 
To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 
 
I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 
other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. 



Caroline Felton 
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Dear NSW Government, 

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly 
believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments . I absolutely embrace my 
responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that 
Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.  

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect 
my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal 
submission to the Options Paper. 

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb? 

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that 
small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these 
communities.  

I wish to support the following options: 

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which 
encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be 
reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to 
receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and 
isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows 
Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals. 

I wish to register my opposition to the following options: 

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes 
would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-
laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards 
for NSW.  

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a 
negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania 
don’t include any caps on nights at all. 

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home 
would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no 
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most 
home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-
assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or 
weekenders only. 

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to 
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. 

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as 
other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. 



Peter FENLEY 

4100




